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It was between 1995 and 1997. After university exam sessions, in June, I would take the train, head south,
and stay during a fortnight in my grandma’s flat in Menton, a typical seaside elderly city of the French
Riviera, close to the Italian border. In 1996, once on the spot, I had rented a car that I used to weave in the
innumerable valleys of the hinterland, and which, in a morning, I had wrecked the wing by missing a
bend in the underground car park of the residence. When, later, I told the story to the few acquaintances I
had in the Paris university I used to study, they all believe I was drunk (and, thus, alcoholic) when the
accident occurred. Though, I would never drink in those times. Actually, I would not do anything you
normally do when you’re 20: neither parties nor girlfriends. My mother had died of cancer in 1994 and I
had gone into an endless mourning and solitude chapter. I was merely interested in excessively practising
sports and religiously listening rock music (especially classics and oldies such as R.E.M., Pink Floyd, Led
Zeppelin, or David Bowie). After my stay in June 1996, I had left Menton totally depressed, oppressed by
the heat, irritated by the stupid accent of South people, and bored of the dry landscapes. Some weeks later
I would read and remained impacted by a review of Coming Up, the then upcoming Suede album; the
review began by these words: « They made it. The perfect Brit-pop album. Right under Oasis and Blur’s
nose meanwhile away from them. (…) » Oddly, despite my studious and regular visits at big record shops
and the unmissable dazzling Coming Up advertising posters that appeared during the month of September,
I would delay and delay the listening of this opus until, precisely, my next stay in Menton, in June 1997.
Suede had released their debut album in 1993 and they would become my most favorite band ever but, in
that moment, I did not have any idea of the lightning and electric shock this band’s music could give me.

In June 1997, I had successfully even brilliantly passed my exams and despite the bad memory of previous
year’s stay, I decided to go south to Menton again. I had become extremely neurotic (which I have detailed
in this article (h�ps://bipolarityreport.com/2018/08/05/running-is-the-ultimate-hit-or-the-power-of-
dreaming/)) and was mentally surviving thanks to records I was totally hanged on, such as Physical
Graffiti by Led Zeppelin and Tommy by The Who (i.e., finally quite disinterested in the currently peaking
Brit-pop). I still remember how I had admired, from the club car of the high-speed train, the winds of sun
declining over the Provence around Marseille and how they perfectly suited with my plunge into the
grandiose string sequences of « Kashmir ». That devotion for old rock masterpieces did not impede me
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from — in an inexplicable suddenness after all this months of ignorance — finding and buying the CD of
Coming Up in an hypermarket and deeply, passionately immersing myself in it. My Discman started to
burn because of the high frequency I played the album. The pleasure I felt listening to Coming Up over and
over verged on pain. I could feel my breast choked and shrunk while needing some air for singing upon
some lyrics such as « What to believe in? It’s impossible to say », and I was astonished regarding how I
was touched by this new high-pitched, gasolined, positively-tuned material mocking the drugged, jet-
se�ing and cosmeticised atmosphere of the 1990’s. The answer would come quickly: I wanted to come
back and faithfully up to the « world », in every shape and form, even as a « filmstar » walking by night
along the sea promenade in a « terylene shirt ». Nevertheless, this answer would not come before a last
and deep and frighteningly insane exploration of the terrifying abysses of the parallel and
unpopulated universe I was living in.

The building caretaker was racist and homophobic. I remembered his stupid and acid remarks during my
first stays: he would probably read in my loneliness and weirdly skinny silhoue�e the sign of deviant
homosexuality. That time, when he saw me entering the residence, he asked: « And so what? Still alone? »
After my necessarily affirmative answer, he added: « Well, be�er to be alone than in bad company, sure? »,
opening his arms into a large and fat movement certainly supposed to express the obviousness of his
words but into which I surmised some kind of observation of my despair. I went up to the flat and, after
closing the door, looked at myself in the tall mirror a�ached to the inner side of the la�er: my feebleness
and dryness were concerning. What was happening? Was my body emptying as long as my life refused to
fill up? I went out for dinner in the city, facing the Mediterranean. I was starving and I recall having
devoured a big starter, a plate of pastas and a huge dessert bursting with sugar. I then hang around until
late, walking by the sea along the promenade, looking at the sun sinking on the other side of the horizon.
Whereas the residence entrance faced the sea, my grandma’s flat faced the other side: a dark avenue of
concrete and plane trees. In vis-à-vis, in a flat located at the same level as mine, behind white and half-
transparent curtains I could discern a feminine figure and tried to imagine her blonde with soft silky skin
and some sand reflections right through. In vain: the beach was made of pebbles.

I was severely psychosomatically suffering. Despite my healthy habits, my body was screaming. The
oppression sensation on my chest would not lower and even increase. I would not smoke, I would never
drink, I was running every morning along the coast — nothing could help the situation: I had the feeling
that my body was close to explosion and that death was roaming between my ribs. I was suffocating
without lacking of air. I tried swimming in the mercury-toned water of the Mediterranean sea, early in the
day when the sky was still tepid. It was hardly useful. Streaming sweat, palpitations and febrile anguish
would rapidly take back control of me. During days I looked for a solution, tirelessly wandering through
the city and the walls of the small flat. I decided to kill my asceticism: I bought some cigare�es and several
bo�les of wine and hard spirits, tried to smoke while being aware I wouldn’t like it, got saddled with a
quarter of bo�le of rhum before lunch, ending up bowed over the toilets copiously vomiting before
desperately going for junk food orgy at the McDonald’s and subsequently vomiting again in the restaurant
toilets, both in the loo and on the surrounding floor. I bought relaxation books, which I browsed
distractedly and contemptuously and used as masturbation support, cumming over pictures of
ridiculously serious wispy women in stretching positions. I would listen Coming Up over and over and
over, sat on the pebble beach, gazing at hippie couples cuddling each other in the wavelet hi�ing the side,
and I would try not to think about myself and solely merge into the music but the music would always
send me back to what I was and the indissoluble vacuousness of my gestures and thoughts. I read The
Roads Of Freedom by Jean-Paul Sartre at a rate of one volume a day, lolled on the beach, at dawn or dusk, in
the parks of the upper hills of the city, in the squares of the old part of the centre, in buses travelling along
the coast or in the hinterland, bound to Monaco or small towns called Saint-Agnès, Gorbio, Sospel. And I
read again; and I started writing; and I wanted to write though I didn’t know what to write; and I would
nervously plaster words on the notebook, pressing the pen until piercing the page, angrily striking out the
cover, ending up drenching everything in tears, my trembling fingers seeking some nonexistent refuge
along my forehead.
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Some sinuous though coherent sentences formed into the sea, revealing convoluted plaits made of will of
life and desires of love and, since that moment, I have never doubted that Coming Up had somehow truly
saved my life.

Foreground: « Filmstar » (Suede, Coming Up, 1996):
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Background: « Go To The Mirror » (The Who, Tommy, 1969):
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